This year’s ROOTS SUMMIT, which has drawn dental professionals to various locations all over the world in the past decade, will take place from Nov. 30 to Dec. 3 at the Crowne Plaza Dubai hotel in the United Arab Emirates. Aimed at updating participants about the latest in endodontic treatment, an unparalleled series of lectures and workshops will be held by global opinion leaders in the field.

Although the meeting will focus exclusively on the latest techniques and technologies in endodontics, the organisers have strongly encouraged not only dentists specialising in the field to attend but all who have an interest in endodontics, including general dentists and manufacturers and suppliers of endodontic products. Overall, about 700 attendees are expected.

Over the past 15 years, the ROOTS SUMMIT has grown significantly. The community originally started as a mailing list of a large group of endodontic enthusiasts in the 1990s. After the establishment of a dedicated Facebook group three years ago, membership increased from 1,000 to more than 20,000. Today, the group is composed of members from over 100 countries.

Previous ROOTS SUMMITS have been held in Canada, the US, Mexico, Spain, the Netherlands, Brazil and last year in India. These meetings have been known for the strength of their scientific programs and their relevancy to clinical practice. The lectures, workshops and hands-on courses scheduled for this year’s meeting will be no exception. More than 15 distinguished experts are presenting during the conference.

For the summit in Dubai, the organisers have partnered with Dental Tribune International (DTI) and the Dubai-based Centre for Advanced Professional Practices (CAPP) for the first time. With its international network, composed of the leading publishers in dentistry, DTI reaches more than 650,000 dental professionals in 90 countries through its print, online and educational channels, as well as a number of special events.

Over the past decade, CAPP has been able to establish first-class standards for continuing dental education programs not only in the UAE but also across the Middle East. Since 2012, CAPP has been affiliated with DTI as a strong local partner in the Middle East.

Based on the successes of previous ROOTS SUMMITS, the organisers anticipate a large turnout for this year’s meeting. Various sponsorship opportunities are available, including booth space, as well as sponsorships of workshops, hands-on courses, meeting bags and social events.

Online registration for the ROOTS SUMMIT is now open at www.roots-summit.com. Dental professionals are also invited to join the ROOTS Facebook group and like the ROOTS SUMMIT 2016 Facebook page.
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World-class speakers, hands-on instruction, master classes, forums and social networking opportunities, all in the heart of one of the greatest cities in the world. Between June 23 and 26 this year, the fabled Waldorf Astoria in Manhattan will be hosting the Nobel Biocare Global Symposium under the banner "Where innovation comes to life."

Four days of learning

The symposium’s four-day program will be based on three main themes: refining and enhancing treatment, digital dentistry and achieving clinical excellence in challenging situations. Each theme has a complete schedule of its own, including lectures, master classes and practical sessions. Should attendees choose to follow only one theme, the symposium schedule allows them to be a part of every related session.

If, on the other hand, delegates would like to pick and choose between the different themes and attend individual sessions of special interest in several (or all) of the themes, Nobel Biocare gives them the opportunity to design their own learning program.

In addition to a theme-related agenda intertwined with independent study opportunities, the company is arranging a compelling array of forums, including an innovation assembly and a full-day compromised patient forum. Other forums will cover the company’s Partnering for Life program, through which Nobel Biocare helps dental professionals achieve their goals, the All-on-4 treatment concept and the dental laboratory workflow. A new generation of dental professionals will also have their own platform at the event’s NEXT GEN forum.

Getting to know each other

After a busy first day of lectures, master classes and hands-on sessions, a welcome cocktail on June 23 will provide the perfect opportunity to unwind and network with colleagues from around the world. Attendees will be able to raise a glass, enjoy some food and see a display of innovative Nobel Biocare products in the beautiful, historical setting of the Waldorf Astoria.

On the evening of June 24, Nobel Biocare will be hosting the symposium’s reception off-site at an exciting venue, yet to be revealed. It is set to be an evening to remember with an inspiring blend of diversion and education.

By popular demand

The Scientific Chairmen for the Nobel Biocare Global Symposium are Drs Peter Wöhrle (USA) and Bertil Friberg (Sweden). They recently announced that—for the first time at a Nobel Biocare dental event—registered attendees will be able to have a direct impact on the program by voting for various topics and speakers on the event’s website. The results will be revealed a few weeks before the symposium.

With world-class lecturers and thousands of dental professionals from around the world exploring the future of dental implants together, the 2016 Nobel Biocare Global Symposium promises to be an incomparable experience for everyone involved.

Registration for the symposium is open at: www.nobelbiocare.com/global-symposium-2016

contact

Nobel Biocare
Balsberg
Balt-Zimmermann-Str. 7
8302 Kloten
Switzerland
The DTI publishing group is composed of the world’s leading dental trade publishers that reach more than 650,000 dentists in more than 90 countries.
### International Events

#### 2016

**IMAGINA Dental**
5th Digital Technologies & Aesthetic Dentistry Congress
7–9 April 2016
Monaco
www.imaginadental.org

**International Osteology Symposium**
21–23 April 2016
Monaco
www.osteology.org

**11th CAD/CAM & Digital Dentistry International Conference**
6–7 May 2015
Dubai, UAE
www.cappmea.com

**ABSOLUTE ESTHETICS**
13th International Congress of Esthetic Dentistry
12–14 May 2016
Bucharest, Romania
www.sser.ro

**3rd MIS Global Conference: 360° IMPLANTOLOGY**
26–29 May 2016
Barcelona, Spain
www.mis-implants.com

**EAED 30th Annual Meeting**
2–4 June 2016
Copenhagen, Denmark
www.eaed.org

**Nobel Biocare Global Symposium**
23–26 June 2016
New York, USA

**AAED 41st Annual Meeting**
3–5 August 2016
Dana Point, California, USA
www.estheticacademy.org

**FDI Annual World Dental Congress**
7–10 September 2016
Poznan, Poland
www.fdi2016poznan.org

**ROYAL ESTHETICS**
13th ESCD Annual Meeting
22–24 September 2016
Krakow, Poland
www.royalesthetics.eu

**Aacd Annual Congress**
27–30 April 2016
Toronto, Canada
www.aacd.com

**Dental Digital Marketing Conference**
29–30 April 2016
Dallas, USA
www.dentalmarketingconference.com